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Teacher Uteah: My Dear Students, 

You have a unique opportunity in this climate of uncertainty to create a new vision for your world. The mass 
consciousness of humanity generates a collective “Light in the Field” (the Divine Matrix) that manifests the reality 
of your lives. Until now, that vision has been steered and directed by powerful factions that paint a picture (create 
a narrow vision) in the minds of the masses to manifest their vision of the future. With the unprecedented events 
of what is now taking place globally with this pandemic, we have what you would call “a blank slate” for the 
projected future of humanity. This is a tremendous opportunity for you to create a vision for the future — one that 
is not steered by powerful factions, but by the hopes, dreams, and desires (visions in the consciousness) of the 
citizens of your world. 

If you look at what is coming out of the steered vision of your media, you will see little more than news about the 
pandemic and economic fallout. It is, as it seems, that there is no other story to tell — no stories about how the 
future will unfold. This faction, by its own nature, has caught itself in a loop (for now) and cannot stop itself from 
perpetuating headlines of more doom — it has become a frenzy of “fear serving,” meaning, “If I do not serve 
the fears of the consumers, the competition will.” So, you see that there is a wall that no faction wants to move 
beyond. This now leaves the Light Field open for input! 

For the first time in the lives of many people, they are asking bigger questions about their own futures. Since the 
factions that usually direct their vision are no longer feeding it, they are faced with creating their own. While some 
will stay behind the wall, others will begin a dialog of how they will live their lives differently from how they did 
before the pandemic. “How will I survive?” “What things can I do that will ensure my health, safety, and security 
in an uncertain future?” “If I become infected, there’s a chance I will not survive — what lies beyond this world 
for me?” There are more important things to think about than to be “wined, dined, and entertained.” “How do I 
proceed?” 



You see, these are very big questions that set you on a quest for answers, knowledge, and information that can 
expand your mind. It is this expansion of mind that creates greater opportunities for change that takes the control 
out of the hands of the factions and returns it to you — you have the expanded vision for what comes next — 
you make decisions about your future — not the faction. You can decide to live a healthier lifestyle; to get more 
involved in your community; or to investigate a spiritual path that might help you understand the greater mean-
ings and values of life? 

When you have the vision, it is you and your Thought Adjuster that create Light in the Field with the focus on your 
needs and the needs of those in your circle — your community. As you and your neighbor have similar thoughts 
and visions, the potentials and vibrations in the Light Field become intensified and attract other minds to this uni-
fied vision — an aggregate of potentials begin to form and soon opportunities show up — a doorway opens, and 
all you have to do then is to walk through it. Your actions soon create opportunities for others, and so on, and so 
forth — a great movement is underway. This is how “you” change your world, rather than let the factions change 
it by convincing you that their vision is what you want — they’ve been using your power. 

The power is in you — it always has been. Now take command of your power — change your thoughts and 
change the world! 

Cheering you on to Light and Life, 

I AM Uteah.
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“The giving of self, the illumination of truth, and the relief of suffering
are the noblest paths to higher consciousness.” – Teacher Ophelius, 2009. 
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